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Learning English with the AFL
Language

Footy Emotions

UMPIRE COMMUNICATION
It’s very noisy during an AFL game and for some players and
fans, they are a long distance away from the umpire. Therefore,
a system of non-verbal communication has been developed in
AFL using a whistle, flags and signals so that fans, players and
coaches all know the umpire’s decisions.

1. AFL is an emotional game with lots of passionate players,
fans and coaches. You are at the footy and it is a close game!
Students do gestures and facial expressions for the following
scenarios. Remember – no sound!

Activity: Explain to the students that an umpire regularly
communicates the following in a game:
1. High Tackle
2. Trip
3. Push in the Back
4. Ran too far

5. Holding the player
6. Abuse
7. Start of the Game
8. End of the Game

Write these on a whiteboard or on a piece of paper.
Using the following official umpire signals with the (answers
covered up), students guess what the umpire is communicating.

A. Your team has just scored a goal to take
the lead.
B. Your team has just been penalised.
C. Your team is about to take a long-range
kick at goal.
2. Repeat, with language and sound effects.
3. Write the 3 x set of emotions on the board or on a piece of
paper.
Read out the 3 x football events. Students match the set of
emotions to the football scenario.
Set of Emotions

Football Scenario

PARENT/CARER TIP

A. Sad, disappointed, angry

1. Your team has just scored a
goal to take the lead

Suggest to students they must consider their
response for at least 5 seconds before responding.
Students justify their answers.

B. Nervous, anxious, edgy

2. Your team has just been
penalised

C. Happy, joyful, jubilant

3. Your team is about to take a
long-range kick at goal.

4. Now, provide a brief explanation of the following 9 x emotions,
explaining the difference for example, between jubilant and
happy:
z
z
z
z

Sad
Disappointed
Angry
Nervous

�
�
�
�

Edgy
Happy
Joyful
Jubilant Anxious

Students write the words in their books and draw an emoji
corresponding to the words.
Start of Game

High Tackle

Abuse

PARENT/CARER TIP
Understand that student’s feelings about the game
results will depend upon whether their team won
or lost, whether they watched the match and if so,
whether they watched in person or on television,
with friends, family or alone. Assist students to be respectful of
others’ feelings when discussing match results and opinions
about teams.

Trip

Push in
the Back

Ran Too Far
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Phonics and Word Knowledge
The names of teams competing in the AFL Ladder competition
provide many opportunities for teaching phonic and word
knowledge; for example:
z

z

a — Fremantle, Swans, St Kilda
e — Fremantle, West, Brisbane

VOWELS AND CONSONANTS

i — Lions, Collingwood

Short vowels: Cats, West, Richmond, Collingwood, Suns

o — Collingwood, Gold Coast

Long vowels: Coast, Fremantle, Lions, Eagles,

u — Suns, Bulldogs

Adelaide, Crows

Consonant digraphs (a combination of two consonants
to form a single sound e.g. ch, th) Richmond, Hawthorn, North

Consonant blends (e.g. st, sw, cr, br, fr): Coast, Swans,

A letter can represent more than one sound

z

A syllable must contain a vowel sound
1. Suns
2. Bris-bane
3. A-del-aide

Crows, Brisbane, Fremantle

PARENT/CARER TIP
Allow your child a few moments to think about their
answer. If possible, this activity works well in pairs,
so they can discuss their proposed answer before
providing their final answer.

Content created by AFL Schools, a division of the Australian Football League. Find more resources at education.afl
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Literacy
Vocabulary Associated
with AFL
1. When discussing match results and progress
on the AFL Ladder, develop student’s knowledge
of words and language associated with
footy; including:
NOUNS: field, oval, ball, boots, cleats, studs, guernsey,
team, crowd, spectator, participant, centre, posts,
mouthguard, foot, score, colours, flag, time, half-time, win,
winner, loser,
loss, draw.
ADJECTIVES: exciting, strong, tactical, lucky, forceful,
disappointing.
Feelings: excited, proud, hopeful, worried,
happy, disappointed.
VERBS/ACTIONS: kick, handball, run, throw,
hold, catch, tackle, obstruct, play, attend,
watch, participate, pass, punch, score, barrack, follow, win,
lose (include tenses; for example,
kicks, kicked).

2. Write the words on a chart or cards and display them for
students to use as a reference for writing and for developing
a bank of recognised (sight) words. The words can be used as
a reference when modelling writing, cooperatively composing
a text and for student’s independent writing.

PARENT/CARER TIP
Print the Sight Word Cards on pages 5-7

field
oval
barrack
tackle
Content created by AFL Schools, a division of the Australian Football League. Find more resources at education.afl
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field
oval
barrack
tackle
Content created by AFL Schools, a division of the Australian Football League. Find more resources at education.afl
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proud
dissappointed
worried
excited
Content created by AFL Schools, a division of the Australian Football League. Find more resources at education.afl
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handball
kick
catch
flag
Content created by AFL Schools, a division of the Australian Football League. Find more resources at education.afl
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5. Students expand noun groups and phrases by adding articles
(a, an, the) and adjectives to nouns when describing events.
Sentence
The player
kicked a goal

Sentence + Articles
and Adjectives
eg. The team’s favourite
player kicked the
winning goal.

Winning goal
The coach threw his hands
in the air
The fan cheered
The player jumped
to catch the ball

Text Structure and Organisation
Compound Sentences
1. Students insert the correct conjunction (a joining word in a sentence) to construct the following compound sentences:
i. Richmond played the GWS GIANTS at the Giants Stadium _____ GWS won.
}

and		but		so

ii. I thought Collingwood would win _____ the Sydney Swans turned out to be the stronger team.
}

and		but		so

iii. The Sydney Swans are higher on the ladder than Carlton, _____ they should win.
}

and		

but 		

so

2. Students write 3 x compound sentences using and, but and so, when reporting on weekend matches
or the equivalent match from 2019. For example:
i. The GWS Giants are ahead of Collingwood but below the Sydney Swans.
ii. The Sydney Swans are playing at home this weekend, so they should win.
iii. The GWS Giants are in 6th position and are looking strong.

Content created by AFL Schools, a division of the Australian Football League. Find more resources at education.afl
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Examining Literature
Play the Club theme songs with students reading and singing the lyrics.

COLLINGWOOD
CLUB THEME SONG
Good Old Collingwood forever,
They know how to play the game.
Side by side they stick together,
To uphold the Magpies name.
See, the barrackers are shouting,
As all barrackers should.
For the Premiership’s a cakewalk
For the good old Collingwood.

BRISBANE
CLUB THEME SONG

We are the pride of Brisbane town,
We wear maroon, blue and gold.
We will always fight for victory,
Like Fitzroy, and Bears of old.
All for one, and one for all,
We will answer to the call.
Go Lions, Brisbane Lions,
We’ll kick the winning score
You’ll hear our mighty roa

1. Students identify the words that rhyme.
2. Students highlight all the words associated with describing
the Club.
3. Students identify the purpose / theme of the song.

Content created by AFL Schools, a division of the Australian Football League. Find more resources at education.afl
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Year 1-2 - Module 4
Curriculum Links
SESSION

ACTIVITY

1

Language and Footy
emotions

2

LEARNING INTENTION

CURRICULUM LINK
AUSTRALIAN

NSW

VIC

Understand that language varies when people
take on different roles, Explore different ways of
expressing emotions

ACELA1461

EN1-1A

VCELA179

Phonics and Word
Knowledge

Understand how to spell one and two syllable
words with common letter patterns

ACELA1778

EN1-5A

VCELA181
VCELA183

3

Literacy & text
structure and
organisation

Parts of speech including nouns, pronouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs, Oral and written
language skills, Handwriting lessons using
unjoined lower case and upper-case letters, Use
visual memory to read and write high-frequency
words

ACELA1452
ACELA1468
ACELY1661
ACELY1663
ACELY1673
ACELA1821

EN1-9B
EN1-5A

VCELT219
VCELA214

4

Examining
Literature

Parts of simple sentences, Different systems of
communication

ACELA1451
ACELA1443

EN1-9B
EN1-5A

VCELT241

Find more resources
education.afl

